Attention Environmentalists: Keep your SUV. Forget organics. Go nuclear. Screw the spotted owl.

If you're serious about global warming, only one thing matters: Cutting carbon. That means facing some inconvenient truths.

Plus:
What We'll Miss About Spies and Farewell,
Bill Gates Sabotage Battlestar
at Ferrari Galactica

15th Anniversary: Our Greatest Hits & Misses
Inconvenient Truths

In the age of climate change, what matters most is cutting carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases. So get ready to rethink what it means to be green.

PLUS: The not-so-clean carbon status—a leading environmentalist tells us why we’re wrong.

15 Years of Wired

How the ideas and events of 1993 paved the way for the world we live in today.

BY ADAM BOGUS

wired’s founding editor recalls the early years of the Digital Revolution—and reassesses what the magazine got right (and wrong).

BY LOUIS ROSSETTO

When you spotlight shiny gadgets for 180 months straight, some of your picks are bound to be duds. A look back at the least favorite items ever.
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Q&A: Ron Moore

The man who created Battlestar Galactica talks about father figures, dark backstories, football, and his next two projects.

BY DAM ROGERS

Grand Theft Auto

Two powerful Formula One teams. One disgruntled mechanic. 900 pages of top-secret Ferrari designs. Oh, and an S&M orgy. Inside the scandal that rocked the racing world.
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Tower Records Closing Everything Must Go!

Record sales down 25 percent since '99

Live from Xerox PARC, Severe Tire Damage is first band to perform on Internet

Digital formats close to surpassing physical media